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NEMORANDUN rOR: Director of Central /intelligence

SUBJECT : Comments on an Article from the Official
Soviet Journal, "Enforaation Collection of
Missile Units and Artillerf

1. This article discusses the use of tonic chemical

warheads foe shoot range rockets and missiles in a content

uhich strongly implies a Soviet operational capability. US

intelligence estimates have attributed to the USSR a capa-

bility to utilize chemical uarheads in missiles. Rammer,

the effect of this article Is to upgrade the liftoll l• 4)0.4 and

extent to 'which such capabilities will be employed in the

event of major hostilltiem. lt reveals establi ,ad dsctylmem

for the use of tactical rockets and almanacs in chGalcal

varfare, including the combined use of nuclear and chemical

weapon ES .

2. This article implies that all chemical warheads Row

reeteto mud missiles coztaln V-agents, which US astlantos

have held to be only a relatively :man proportion of the

Soviet chemical warfare agent stockpile. The NY-type  nerve

agents, which attack by either skin contact or inhalation,

are the most tonic of the known agents which currently can

be produced economically in sass quantities.
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3. Opeciflo types of targoto, areae of coverageo types

and nuabore of alma/ea reqmired, and protective DISM IGABWMG for

friendly troops mre discussed in detail. The two micelle

delivery systems identified as the K-30 and the 8-110 are

known from other fgDU1C90 to be a free rocket with a rage of

36-45 hem, and a tactical ballistic cisallo (SCUD) with a

rango of 140-185 kaa. The R-30 miesile la deocribed ao being

capable of prodmcing 80 percent *enmities over a 0.35 sluare

mile area while the 8-170 , will have comparable effectiVeneze

over au area of 0.77 =mare miles. Mille the artleleeP000lgioe

that a Front Cepata ti • or can empley chemical mapons ma the

tactical need davelope it d000 not indicate whether prior

authorization to initiate chemiCal warfare is required from

the 'gremlin Revel.

RUNTIMMO D. MBELDON
Acting Deputy Director

(Intelligence)




